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NEW QUESTION: 1
Welche der folgenden Situationen kann auftreten, wenn der Befehl ifconfig verwendet wird?
(Wähle DREI richtige Antworten.)
A. IP-Adressen können sich ändern.
B. Der Resolver-Konfiguration können neue Nameserver hinzugefügt werden.
C. Der Hostname des Systems kann sich ändern.
D. Die Routing-Tabelle kann sich ändern.
E. Netzwerkschnittstellen können aktiv oder inaktiv werden.
Answer: A,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
A global manufacturing organization (GLO) has multiple sourcing rules and approved supplier
lists (ASLs) that are set up correctly.
Three of the inventory organizations are ITA, NYC, and GER. NYC is a manufacturing
organization and the other two are distribution warehouses. The three organizations source
items from each other. Which two statements are valid? (Choose two.)
A. One global location is sufficient for the three organizations.
B. Three lines were set up on a sourcing rule and the sourcing rule was assigned to a single
Assignment Set.
C. The price for item A is set in ITA at P1 and in GER at P2. When you raise an internal requisition
for item A in destination org ITA and source org GER, the defaulted price is P2.
D. A sourcing rule is set up for a supplier but no ASL. When an item is entered on a requisition
for this supplier, the supplier information would not be defaulted.
E. ITA has a sourcing rule to source a part from GER. You also assign a bill of distribution to ITA
to source the same part from the manufacturing plant NYC. The default source would be GER.
Answer: B,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
In the paragraph below, a statement contains two pairs of terms enclosed in parentheses.
Determine which term in each pair correctly completes the statement. Then select the answer
choice containing the two terms that you have chosen.
In the case of Pacificare of Oklahoma, Inc. v. Burrage, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Tenth
Circuit considered whether ERISA preempts medical malpractice claims against health plans
based on certain liability theories. In this case, the Tenth Circuit court held that ERISA (should /
should not) preempt a liability claim against an HMO for the malpractice of one of its primary
care physicians, and therefore the HMO was subject to a claim of (subordinated / vicarious)
liability.
A. Should not / subordinated
B. Should not / vicarious
C. Should / subordinated
D. Should / vicarious
Answer: B
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